Kids Matter school-board slate endorses Team Delta’s
‘Code of Ethical Conduct’
Friday, July 27, 2018 – Delta, B.C. – Mayoral candidate Sylvia Bishop and her colleagues on the
Team Delta slate of municipal-council candidates held a joint-news conference today alongside
three school-board candidates seeking election on the Kids Matter slate.
The purpose of the event, held at the George Mackie Library in North Delta, was for the Kids Matter
representatives – incumbent trustee Bruce Reid, plus newcomers Randy Anderson-Fennell and
Victor Espinoza – to publicly endorse Team Delta’s nine-point Code of Ethical Conduct.
The Ethical Code, developed by Bishop, a two-term councillor, along with her Team Delta
colleagues – veteran incumbent Robert Campbell, and newcomers Joan Hansen, Kim Kendall and
Simran Walia – is intended to govern campaign behaviour in the period leading up to the municipal
elections on October 20.
“I was very pleasantly surprised when the Kids Matter candidates reached out to me and asked if
they could join in supporting our initiative,” said Bishop.
“My answer, of course, was ‘yes,’ and the result is our joint appearance here today to welcome the
endorsement by Bruce, Randy and Victor for our Code of Ethical Conduct.”
Bishop and Team Delta signed and published their Code at a news conference in Ladner on July 5.
At the time Bishop said: “By taking this step early in the campaign season, I believe we are
demonstrating leadership on an issue that is important to Delta residents – and, indeed, to all British
Columbians.
“How we conduct ourselves through the period leading up to the election should illustrate how we
intend to lead, work hard and respect Delta residents in the event we are selected by voters to serve
for the next four years.”
The Code features the following headings: (1) Honesty, (2) Integrity, (3) Openness, (4) Respect for
the Law, (5) Cooperation, (6) Selflessness, (7) Objectivity, (8) Accountability and (9) Leadership.
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